Your Brand Is Bigger Than You Think.

Brand Emergence
6P Process Questionnaire
Discover Insight that Resonates & Unleash
Your Brand’s Full Potential
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Your Brand Is Bigger Than You Think.
1. PURPOSE/PICTURE: What Action Are We Trying to Achieve?
What is the marketing objective? Is it share, volume, awareness, etc.?

Where are we planning to go specifically, and what will it look like when we get there?

Paint a vivid picture of the improved reality.

How do we envision the future for the brand?

What is the big opportunity for the brand?

What is the purpose of the advertising?

What do we want our customers to do after seeing the communication?
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2. PROBLEM: What Is the Communication Trying to Solve?
What is the consumer problem that advertising will solve?

What problems, issues or concerns have consumers had (if any) with this product in general?

What is most important about the market? Any developments, trends we need to be aware are happening?

What is the most critical issue affecting where we are in the marketplace? What is the most critical issue
affecting where we should be in the marketplace?

What is the “Product” image problem? (Example: Duracell touts long-lasting power, but is it really a matter of
dependability, it’ll work without the worry, etc?)

What stands in the way of our starting block and the destination?
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3. PROMISE: What Is It You Are Delivering to Your Customers in Order to Create Value?
What is the answer to the question “Why should I buy this product rather than some other?”

What are the benefits that exist in the product?

What are the attributes that exist in the mindset?

What is the key fact about the brand and product?

How does our brand differ from the competition in FACT?

How does our brand differ from the competition in PERCEPTION?

Does our product REALLY compete based primarily on a benefit basis, or is/are there other factors involved?

What is the role of the brand?

It’s not “what is our brand going to do for our customers?” but rather “what are our customers going to be able
to do with our brand?” In other words, “How does our brand help people behave, or enable people to behave
together that is exciting and inspiring and different from the behaviors that other brands inspire?”
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What is the message our customers want to hear?

What stance does the brand take? Is it leadership, innovator, etc?

What is the difference that the brand intends to make in people’s lives?

What is the specific motivation behind the brand? What is our very essence? Our identity? What is true to who
we are? What does our brand stand for?

What universal human truth does the brand best reference? What ‘higher calling’ are we providing our
customers?

What’s the reward for starting a relationship with our brand? What’s the reward for continuing to behave this
way with our brand?

What will help improve our buyer’s understanding of our brand?

What can we say about our brand/product that can cause a change in belief?

What is the result of using our brand/product? (Gratification? Feel good about themselves? Etc.)

Is the answer to success found in the product or service you offer or in the consumer?
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4. PERSON/PEOPLE: This Is the Person or People We Are Trying to Reach.
Who is our conceptual target and what is their core desire?

What is the customer’s relationship with the brand?

How does the target customer currently behave regarding our brand/product?

What do our customer’s think/believe our brand stands for? What is their view? How does it fit in their mind?

How do our customers think and feel about the brand? Why are these relevant?

What do we want prospects to think and/or feel?

Taking the customer’s point of view, is there an opportunity or problem we’re trying to solve? (Example: Instead
of saying “Sales are down” is it more accurate to say, “Consumers are choosing cheaper alternatives?”)

How does our product fit into our customers’ lives?
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What do we want prospects to do? What action we want them to take?
(Are we asking customers to try our product? Try it again? Reinforce using it? Increase usage? Switch to ours?
Raise awareness? Drive traffic?)

Does what our brand stand for – the promise, position, personality – resonate with the target audience? How
do we make what we do resonate?

How do we create relevance to our consumers?

How can our brand best align with how people want to behave? Or how can our brand best influence how they
and others behave together?

What are points we can aim for to help us think specifically and personally about the target?

How do consumers’ choice in behavior (among and between themselves) affect us? Can we “predict” or
“reinforce” a behavior?

Are our customers loyal?

What messages would you create for loyal customers? What would we say if we tried to attract competitor’s
customers? How would we speak to someone who is not aware of what we offer?
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Do our customers have “customers?”

What do we want our customers to do after seeing the communication?

Is it other brands, habits, attitudes, etc. as to why consumers do/don’t purchase us?

Create a PORTRAIT of the Individual Creative Target? What is their story and how does our brand/product fit
into their life? (Go beyond demographics and get into the mindset.)

What is the purchase decision process like?

What is the motivation behind the customer’s needs? (Why are they in the market for our brand/product?)

What considerations does a customer have to think through during their decision process?

How can we create a process to discover new CHOICES for customers, instead of just reiterating benefits?
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5. PROPOSITION: Illumination – This Is the Insight/Connection We’ve Been Searching For.
What is the full brand/product experience? Completely articulate the entire experience.

Does the proposition contain a “Power Idea” or the vehicle that transforms the strategy into a dynamic, creative
communication concept?

What is the brand’s strength, not necessarily the point of difference?

What is the consumer benefit? Not what the product is, but what the product will do?

What is the focus of sale, or the principle basis upon which we are asking prospects to purchase the brand?

What is the basic benefit, which the brand promises?
- Does that basic benefit constitute the principle basis for purchase?
- What product characteristics make the basic benefit possible?
- Is the basis in which the prospect is being asked to buy our brand clear when compared to other
brands?
- Are those benefits “available?” Can competitors say the same thing?

How does our brand differentiate itself from its competitors? What is the reason people choose our brand and
justify paying the price for it?
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What is the ONE reason why the brand will deliver the benefit being promised?

What is the SINGLE most important idea about the brand we want consumers to feel, notice, believe or take
away from the advertising? What information or attributes might help?

What is the future we envision for the brand?

What is the selling idea or the conceptual statement that communication will revolve around?
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6. PLAN: This Is How We Bring that Insight to Life.
When is the customer most likely to notice, be most receptive to, and react favorably to a message?

How does our product fit into our customers’ lives? What are the touch points with the brand?

How does the consumer consume information? (Turn pages, flip through TV, point, swipe, etc.)

How do we get the brand to resonate, or have people appreciate it for what it does and makes them feel?

How do we communicate in a way that is simple and clear so people won’t have to “figure it out?”

What will help us get there? What haven’t we thought of that will help us reach our goal?

What is the most appropriate creative vehicle that will get us there?

What is the most effective, creative, inexpensive, efficient way to achieve the goal?
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We Don’t Make Ads. We Build Brands.
There’s a Difference.
To contact us:
Rob_Petrovich@yahoo.com
To see samples of the type of work we create, go to:
www.Rob-Petrovich.com
To see how we create, go to:
www.instagram.com/RobPetrovichMarketing
To learn more about our creative beliefs and philosophies, go to:
www.facebook.com/RobPetrovichMarketing
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